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β-decay has led to the discovery of two particles.
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Typical β-decay measurements use atom traps.
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8Be breaks apart into two α-particles.
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OLIVIA: a TPC for nuclear recoils.
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The important points

1 BSM searches with β-decay
8Li β-decay is fertile ground for finding hints of BSM physics.

2 The OLIVIA Experiment

A TPC experiment has advantages over tranditional atom-traps.
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β-decay need not have V − A structure.
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The decay rate has several correlation terms.
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Decays can be “Fermi” or “Gamow-Teller.”
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Scalar/tensor currents may come

from BSM particles.
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Only CV and CA are macroscopic.

CV = −C ′V = 1 CA = −C ′A ≈ −1.27

MEASUREMENT OF THE β-ν CORRELATION OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 77, 035502 (2008)
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FIG. 6. Deviations of measurements of aβν from calculated values
plotted as a function of the Fermi fraction of the β decay. From left to
right, the systems are 23Ne [30], 6He [31], neutron [32,33], 19Ne [30],
21Na (this work), 38Km [5], 32Ar [34], and 18Ne [35].

are added linearly. The result is aβν = 0.5502(38)(46), where
the first uncertainty is statistical and the second systematic.
Again, this is to be compared with the calculated value aβν =
0.553(2), which assumes Standard Model current couplings,
and which has an uncertainty limited by measurements of
the decay parameters (half-life, Q value, and branching
ratios).
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FIG. 7. (Color) Allowed regions for scalar and tensor coupling
constants (with normal helicity assumed) for precise measurements of
aβν . The one-, two-, and three-standard-deviation contours are shown
at the center. The vertical gray band is the allowed region for scalar
coupling constrained by the limit on the Fierz term from the agreement
of the F t values of superallowed (0+ → 0+) Fermi decays [29]. The
systems are 6He [31] (blue), neutron [32] (pink) and [33] (orange),
21Na (this work, red), 38Km [5] (green), and 32Ar [34] (violet). The
relatively low precision measurement for 23Ne [30] is not shown as
a limit band, but it is used to calculate the combined allowed region
contours.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In Fig. 6 we plot precise measurements of the β-ν correla-
tion for different nuclear systems as a function of the Fermi
fraction of the transition, F = (1 + |CAMGT/CV MF |2)−1. We
show the residual to the theoretical dependence [the measured
aβν minus the “V minus A” calculated value aβν(Std. Model)].
A plot of aβν from Eq. (2) versus F would be a straight
line with offset −1/3 and slope +4/3. Our result is seen
to have precision comparable to the measurements in 6He,
38Km,32Ar, and the neutron. In these experiments, the β-ν
correlation is measured essentially from the recoil energy
spectrum, meaning that the observable is

ã = a

1 + bFierz
me

⟨Eβ ⟩
, (5)

with a and bFierz as in Eqs. (2) and (4), and ⟨Eβ⟩ the mean
energy of the β±. Combining the results of several precise
measurements of the β-ν correlation ã produces a limit on the
existence of non-Standard-Model scalar and tensor currents,
shown in Fig. 7. To generate this exclusion plot, we assume
“normal helicity” CS = C ′

S and CT = C ′
T , and we assume

that Im(CS) = Im(CT ) = 0 (i.e., time reversal invariance).
Each system, by virtue of the different contributions of
Fermi and Gamow-Teller transition strengths, and different
mean β energies for the Fierz term contribution, yields a
different sensitivity to possible scalar and tensor contributions.
The one-, two-, and three-standard-deviation contours are
derived from the combined constraints offered by the different
measurements of ã. For comparison, we also include on the
graph (as a vertical gray bar very near CS = 0) the allowed
region (at one standard deviation) of scalar coupling constants
consistent with the analysis of superallowed Fermi decays [29].
In these systems, the agreement of the F t values of many
β decays despite different Q values provides a constraint to
the size of the Fierz term in the decay phase space suggested
in Eq. (1).

Looking forward, we expect that measurements of the β-ν
correlation coefficient using laser-trapped atoms could likely
be improved to near the 0.1% level of precision, which would
offer even more potent limits on Beyond Standard Model
physics. In both our experiment and that in Ref. [5], the
uncertainties were limited by detector response calibration,
electric field calibrations, and measurement of the trapped
atom cloud distribution and location (i.e., the source function
uncertainty). The uncertainty generated by the momentum
dependence of the recoil ionization probability could be
reduced by a more sophisticated treatment of the problem
than the semiempirical calculation given in Ref. [19]. The
uncertainty in the predicted value for aβν (0.4%, dominated
by the uncertainties in the half-life and decay branching ratio)
would then be a limiting factor in interpreting a result as a
constraint on Beyond Standard Model couplings.
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Properties of 8Li decay
WINTER, FREEDMAN, REHM, AND SCHIFFER PHYSICAL REVIEW C 73, 025503 (2006)

FIG. 1. Nuclear levels in A = 8 which lie below the 8B ground
state. Spins, parities, and excitation energies relative to the 8Be ground
state are indicated.

effect in all previous experiments. The detector thickness was
just sufficient to stop α particles emitted with the highest
possible energy (about 8.5 MeV). Thus the full energy of both
α particles was detected while the positrons, usually close to
minimum ionizing, deposited only a small amount of energy.
The systematic effect of positron energy was further reduced
with a coincidence detector, selecting events in which the
positron trajectories were close to normal to the Si detector
surface. The system was calibrated using a beam of 20Na
which was also implanted near the detector midplane. The
20Na decays with 20% probability to α-unstable levels in
20Ne, providing calibration lines of well-known energy [10].
An external 228Th α source was used to provide additional
calibration lines.

The experiment used the ATLAS superconducting lin-
ear accelerator at Argonne National Laboratory. The 8B
(t1/2 = 770 ± 3 ms) beam was produced by the in-flight
technique [11] using the 3He(6Li,8B)n reaction. The primary
6Li beam, with energy 36.4 MeV, bombarded a 3.5 cm long
gas cell filled with 700 mbar 3He and cooled to 82 K. The
gas cell was separated from the beam-line vacuum by titanium
windows. The pressure and temperature in the cell were held
constant to ±1%.

Fully stripped 8B products were separated from the primary
beam with a 22◦ bending magnet and transported through an
Enge split-pole spectrograph. A gas-filled detector located
in the focal plane of the spectrograph [12] identified the
8B products by mass, nuclear charge, and energy. The
spectrograph was then adjusted so that 8B ions with energies of
27.3 ± 0.2 MeV were incident on the planar Si detector with a
150 mm2 active area (13.8 mm diameter), located adjacent to
the focal plane detector. An 11 mm diameter Ta collimator
masked the edges of the detector. The beam was cycled

(1.5 s on/1.5 s off) and data taken only during the beam-off
cycles. The average implantation rate was 3 8B ions/s, and
4.5×105 decays were observed over six days.

Using the gas-filled focal plane detector, the 8B component
of the beam was measured to be about 10−3. A portion
of the low-energy tail of the primary 6Li beam, as well as
α particles, deuterons, and protons with the proper magnetic
rigidity to traverse the spectrograph, accounted for most of
the ions incident on the detector. A 6Li beam incident on
3He cannot produce any β-delayed particle emitters other than
8B, which could create a background during the beam-off
data acquisition cycles. No products resulting from possible
interactions between 6Li and the titanium windows of the gas
cell were observed with the proper rigidity to be incident on
the Si detector.

The β-particle detector, located 12 mm behind the Si de-
tector, was a 25 mm diameter × 2 mm thick plastic scintillator
coupled by a lightguide to a Hamamatsu R647 photomultiplier
tube. The detector identified a subset of events where the
positron from the 8B decay exited the Si detector with
a trajectory within 30◦ to normal. Roughly 16% of the
observed events occurred in coincidence with a count in the
β detector, consistent with expectations from detector geome-
try. The Si/scintillator detector system was cooled to −5◦C. A
schematic representation of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 2.

The calibration using implanted 20Na was performed
immediately before the 8B run. The 20Na β+-delayed
α particles provided three calibration lines near the re-
gion of the 8B α-spectrum peak, with energy releases of
2691.9 ± 1.2, 3099.0 ± 2.2, and 5544.0 ± 2.8 keV [10]. The
20Na (t1/2 = 448 ± 3 ms) beam was produced by using the

FIG. 2. Experimental setup used to produce the 8B (20Na) beam,
separate it from the primary 6Li (19F) beam, and select ions with
energy 27.3 MeV (170 MeV) for implantation into the Si detector
(not to scale).
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Previous 8Li measurement was performed

using atom traps.

Argonne 8Li experiment:

ATLAS

Argonne Tandem
7Li

Gas Catcher

Penning Trap

Paul Trap
8LiOH+ 8Li+d 8Li

PRL 110, 092502 (2013), PRL 115, 182501 (2015)
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Previous 8Li measurement was performed

using atom traps.

The 8Li system has several features that make it an
exceptional candidate for studying β-decay angular corre-
lations. The large Q value and light mass result in large
nuclear-recoil energies, and the delayed α particles are
emitted in an easy-to-detect ∼MeV energy range, while
symmetries within the detector array suppress a number of
systematic effects. The 8Be! recoils with energies up to
12 keV leading to energy differences between coincident α
particles in excess of 400 keV. Finally, the angular
distribution of the ν̄ is correlated not only with the direction
of the β but also with the angle between the β and the α
breakup axis [15,16]. For decays in which the β is emitted
along the α breakup axis, the β-ν̄-α correlation leads to a
factor of 3 enhancement in sensitivity to tensor currents.
In the allowed approximation, the β-decay rate for

nuclei undergoing delayed α-particle emission, averaged
over a uniform distribution of nuclear polarizations, is
given by [16]

W ∝ FðZ; EeÞpeEeðE0 − EeÞ2
!
g1 þ g2

~pe · ~pν

EeEν
þ b

me

Ee

þ g12

"
ð ~pe · α̂Þð ~pν · α̂Þ

EeEν
−
1

3

~pe · ~pν

EeEν

#$
; ð1Þ

where FðZ; EeÞ is the Fermi function, ðEe; ~peÞ and ðEν; ~pνÞ
are the β and ν̄ four-momenta, respectively, E0 is the end-
point energy, me is the electron mass, α̂ is the α-particle-
momentum unit vector, and b is the Fierz interference term.
General limits on b for Gamow-Teller decays are of the
order of ∼0.01 [17,18], and this term vanishes for
CT ¼ −CT

0.
The β-ν̄ correlation parameter aβν ≡ g2=g1 can be related

to g12=g1 after consideration of the spins of the nuclei
involved in the β decay and delayed-α emission process.
For a 2þ → 2þ → 0þ spin sequence, this yields

aβν ¼
1

3

g12
g1

¼ 1

3

jCT j2 − jCAj2

jCT j2 þ jCAj2
: ð2Þ

Using this relation in Eq. (1), one can see that, if
ð ~pe · α̂Þ ¼ 0, the effective β-ν̄ correlation vanishes, whereas
ð ~pe · α̂Þ ¼ 1 results in an effective correlation parameter of
3aβν. Therefore, decays in which the β is emitted approx-
imately parallel to an α have an enhanced sensitivity to
tensor currents. Radiative and recoil-order corrections give
rise to Ee-dependent perturbations of the form factors g1,
g2, and g12 and additional correlations between the β, ν̄, and
α particles.
The 8Li was produced via the 7Liðd; pÞ8Li stripping

reaction at the Argonne Tandem-Linac Accelerator System
(ATLAS). Details of the production and subsequent stop-
ping of the reaction products within the gas catcher can be
found in Ref. [13]. Ions were extracted from the gas catcher
as 8LiOHþ and entered an ion injection system [19], where
ions were bunched, cooled, and delivered to a preparation

gas-filled Penning trap [20]. Resonant excitation of the
molecular ions within the preparation trap broke them up
into 8Liþ ions through buffer-gas collisions with near 100%
efficiency. The 8Liþ ions were then transported to the Beta-
Decay Paul Trap (BPT) [21] where the decay correlation
measurement ensued.
The BPT is a linear Paul trap constructed with thin planar

electrodes that provide an open geometry to allow large
solid-angle detector coverage (Fig. 1). Ion confinement
within the radial plane of the trap was achieved by applying
a radio frequency (rf) voltage of ∼700 Vpp at 1.3 MHz
which produced a radial confining pseudopotential of
approximately 5 V=cm2. The ions were confined axially
with a harmonic confining potential of ∼3 V=cm2.
The ions were thermalized using ∼10−5 torr buffer gas
of high-purity helium cooled to ∼90 K by circulating liquid
nitrogen through the support frame of the trap.
The BPT detector system has undergone a substantial

upgrade since the work presented in Ref. [13]. The original
setup consisted of four sets of silicon detectors with each
set containing a 50 × 50 × 0.30 mm3 double-sided silicon
detector (DSSD) with 16 strips on each side backed by
three 50 × 50 × 1 mm3 single-element silicon detectors
(SDs). The DSSDs were used to detect the α particles,
and the SDs were used to detect the β particles. In the
current configuration, each DSSD-SD detector set has been
replaced by a single 64 × 64 × 1 mm3 DSSD with 32 strips
on each side and dead layers ∼5 times thinner than those on
the previous DSSDs. The 95%-transmission nickel mesh
screen in front of the detectors, previously used to shield
the detectors from rf interference, was removed, and instead
an additional layer of rf shielding was added with an

rf Electrode Ions

32x32 Strip DSSD

rf Shields

FIG. 1 (color online). Cross-sectional view of the BPT and
detector system in the rf plane. The direction of the emitted α’s
and β’s is determined by the vector between the trap center and
detector pixels.

PRL 115, 182501 (2015) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending

30 OCTOBER 2015

182501-2

Figure from PRL 115, 182501 (2015)

|CTCA |
2 = .0013± .0038stat ± .0043sys
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Previous 8Li measurement was performed

using atom traps.

The 8Li system has several features that make it an
exceptional candidate for studying β-decay angular corre-
lations. The large Q value and light mass result in large
nuclear-recoil energies, and the delayed α particles are
emitted in an easy-to-detect ∼MeV energy range, while
symmetries within the detector array suppress a number of
systematic effects. The 8Be! recoils with energies up to
12 keV leading to energy differences between coincident α
particles in excess of 400 keV. Finally, the angular
distribution of the ν̄ is correlated not only with the direction
of the β but also with the angle between the β and the α
breakup axis [15,16]. For decays in which the β is emitted
along the α breakup axis, the β-ν̄-α correlation leads to a
factor of 3 enhancement in sensitivity to tensor currents.
In the allowed approximation, the β-decay rate for

nuclei undergoing delayed α-particle emission, averaged
over a uniform distribution of nuclear polarizations, is
given by [16]
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where FðZ; EeÞ is the Fermi function, ðEe; ~peÞ and ðEν; ~pνÞ
are the β and ν̄ four-momenta, respectively, E0 is the end-
point energy, me is the electron mass, α̂ is the α-particle-
momentum unit vector, and b is the Fierz interference term.
General limits on b for Gamow-Teller decays are of the
order of ∼0.01 [17,18], and this term vanishes for
CT ¼ −CT

0.
The β-ν̄ correlation parameter aβν ≡ g2=g1 can be related

to g12=g1 after consideration of the spins of the nuclei
involved in the β decay and delayed-α emission process.
For a 2þ → 2þ → 0þ spin sequence, this yields

aβν ¼
1

3

g12
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¼ 1
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jCT j2 þ jCAj2
: ð2Þ

Using this relation in Eq. (1), one can see that, if
ð ~pe · α̂Þ ¼ 0, the effective β-ν̄ correlation vanishes, whereas
ð ~pe · α̂Þ ¼ 1 results in an effective correlation parameter of
3aβν. Therefore, decays in which the β is emitted approx-
imately parallel to an α have an enhanced sensitivity to
tensor currents. Radiative and recoil-order corrections give
rise to Ee-dependent perturbations of the form factors g1,
g2, and g12 and additional correlations between the β, ν̄, and
α particles.
The 8Li was produced via the 7Liðd; pÞ8Li stripping

reaction at the Argonne Tandem-Linac Accelerator System
(ATLAS). Details of the production and subsequent stop-
ping of the reaction products within the gas catcher can be
found in Ref. [13]. Ions were extracted from the gas catcher
as 8LiOHþ and entered an ion injection system [19], where
ions were bunched, cooled, and delivered to a preparation

gas-filled Penning trap [20]. Resonant excitation of the
molecular ions within the preparation trap broke them up
into 8Liþ ions through buffer-gas collisions with near 100%
efficiency. The 8Liþ ions were then transported to the Beta-
Decay Paul Trap (BPT) [21] where the decay correlation
measurement ensued.
The BPT is a linear Paul trap constructed with thin planar

electrodes that provide an open geometry to allow large
solid-angle detector coverage (Fig. 1). Ion confinement
within the radial plane of the trap was achieved by applying
a radio frequency (rf) voltage of ∼700 Vpp at 1.3 MHz
which produced a radial confining pseudopotential of
approximately 5 V=cm2. The ions were confined axially
with a harmonic confining potential of ∼3 V=cm2.
The ions were thermalized using ∼10−5 torr buffer gas
of high-purity helium cooled to ∼90 K by circulating liquid
nitrogen through the support frame of the trap.
The BPT detector system has undergone a substantial

upgrade since the work presented in Ref. [13]. The original
setup consisted of four sets of silicon detectors with each
set containing a 50 × 50 × 0.30 mm3 double-sided silicon
detector (DSSD) with 16 strips on each side backed by
three 50 × 50 × 1 mm3 single-element silicon detectors
(SDs). The DSSDs were used to detect the α particles,
and the SDs were used to detect the β particles. In the
current configuration, each DSSD-SD detector set has been
replaced by a single 64 × 64 × 1 mm3 DSSD with 32 strips
on each side and dead layers ∼5 times thinner than those on
the previous DSSDs. The 95%-transmission nickel mesh
screen in front of the detectors, previously used to shield
the detectors from rf interference, was removed, and instead
an additional layer of rf shielding was added with an

rf Electrode Ions

32x32 Strip DSSD

rf Shields

FIG. 1 (color online). Cross-sectional view of the BPT and
detector system in the rf plane. The direction of the emitted α’s
and β’s is determined by the vector between the trap center and
detector pixels.
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The important points

1 BSM searches with β-decay
8Li β-decay is fertile ground for finding hints of BSM physics.

2 The OLIVIA Experiment

A TPC experiment has advantages over tranditional atom-traps.
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OLIVIA is a TPC-based 8Li β-decay experiment.

Optical LIthium V-mInus-A

Gas-filled TPC for ≈MeV recoils

Scintillation at amplification plane

Events read out by CCD camera
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OLIVIA is a TPC-based 8Li β-decay experiment.

Optical LIthium V-mInus-A

Gas-filled TPC for ≈MeV recoils

Scintillation at amplification plane

Events read out by CCD camera

Figure 3-2: a close-up image of the field cage with the vacuum bell-jar removed. The
resistor chain which distributes voltage over the TPC field cage rings is visible on the
left and the right, running along the white delrin field cage support posts.

92
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OLIVIA is a TPC-based 8Li β-decay experiment.

CCD

-7500 V

+700 V
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OLIVIA is a TPC-based 8Li β-decay experiment.
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+700 V
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OLIVIA is a TPC-based 8Li β-decay experiment.
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OLIVIA is a TPC-based 8Li β-decay experiment.
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+700 V
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OLIVIA is a TPC-based 8Li β-decay experiment.

CCD

-7500 V

+700 V
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Simulated event
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Real α-event from 148Gd source
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Real α-event from 148Gd source
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Real α-event from 148Gd source
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The Bragg peak tells us the track direction.

Bragg Peak
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Time structure of ground mesh wave form

gives us a 3-dimensional picture.

Bragg Peak

OLIVIA	– Readout

CCD	Readout:
- Track	position
- Projected	track	length
- Horizontal	orientation
- Deposited	charge

Slide	from	Adrien	Hourlier

Mesh	Readout:
- Deposited	charge
- Collection	time
- Vertical	orientation

166.6	mm

Efrain Segarra	|	10/14/2016	 47
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OLIVIA was originally DMTPC,

a directional DM detector.

now 12 hours later

Xx

Figure 1-5: A daily6 modulation of the mean WIMP direction in the detector frame
is produced by the Earth's rotation about its axis.

detection. Furthermore, should the WIMP-nucleon cross section be smaller than

the coherent neutrino scattering cross section, current detection techniques will have

difficulty exploring the phase space below the neutrino floor. While one can count

the expected number of neutrino background events, the Poisson fluctuations (V/N)

in the backgrounds will mask a signal. Taking further advantage of Earth's expected

motion through the WIMP halo provides an avenue to combat these issues [42].

In the detector frame, WIMPs mostly come from the direction of Earth's orbit

through the galaxy, which turns out to be near the constellation Cygnus. Resultant

nuclear recoils will tend to point the opposite way [43]. If the recoil direction could

be measured, an excess of recoils pointing away from the WIMP wind would be very

convincing evidence of a WIMP origin for the signal.

Moreover, because of the Earth's rotation about its axis, the anticipated mean

direction of recoils for a stationary detector will change daily (see Fig 1-5) in a pre-

dictable fashion that would not be easily mimicked by any backgrounds. Even neutri-

nos could be discriminated against to some degree since they would have a different

directional distribution.

Finally, supposing that WIMPs could be detected by this method, it opens up the

possibility of WIMP astronomy. Instead of making assumptions about the WIMP halo

'The subtlety of sidereal vs. synodic day is ignored here for clarity.

28

Cosmin Deaconu thesis, MIT 2015
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OLIVIA was originally DMTPC,

a directional DM detector.
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FIG. 4: The directional response to angled ↵’s for data and simulation. The head-tail e�ciency plot shows the fraction of tracks
reconstructed with the correct sense, while the axial spread plot shows the angular spread (in �) containing 68% of tracks. The
colors on the energy-� plots (left) scale linearly from ⇠ 0 (blue) to a maximum of 0.02 (red).

Fig. 5 shows the energy-angle spectrum measured in
data and predicted by the simulation. The angular
spread shows 25, 50, and 75% quantiles, since due to
kinematics, the peak of the recoil direction spectrum is
not expected to be in the mean direction of the neutrons
at low energies. The simulated head-tail e�ciency is gen-
erally in agreement with that measured in data, while the
predicted angular spread in direction is 10–20% larger in
simulation. This is likely due to uncertainties in the an-
gular distribution of neutrons emitted by the source.

C. Measurements with low-energy neutrons

We studied the directional performance versus lower
recoil energies by illuminating the 10-cm test cham-
ber, described in Section II, with a deuterium-deuterium
(d-d) neutron generator designed by Schlumberger. A
d-d neutron generator fuses deuterons via the reaction
d + d ! 3He + n, which produces neutrons with an
energy of 2.45MeV and results in nuclear recoils with
a maximum possible recoil energy of O(500) keV. X-ray
sources are used to determine the gas gain, as described

above. The location of the Bragg peak at 21 keV/mm for
CF4 at 30 torr [8] serves as a useful cross check with the
gain calibration. The general agreement between data
and MC for the energy-range recoil distributions shows
that the energy scale is linear to within 10% across the
range 25 – 500 keV.

In this detector, the nuclear recoil detection e�ciency
is estimated to be 35% for tracks in the range of 5–
200 keVee by comparing data and simulation, with the
same recoil event selection and reconstruction quality
cuts as described above. For this study, the high gas
gain of the cascaded amplification system caused a small
non-Gaussian e↵ect, described in the Appendix in more
detail. We accounted for this e↵ect by adding a second
Gaussian to the track fit described in Section III A and
fitting for the two additional parameters.

Fig. 6 compares the directional response of the detec-
tor between data and simulation and shows that the re-
constructed range-energy distributions are broadly con-
sistent between the two. Similar to the previous study
with AmBe neutrons, the angular spread of the recoil di-
rections predicted by the simulation is larger than that
observed in the data, whereas the data contain a larger

Deaconu et al., PRD 95, 122002 (2017)
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DCTPC/MITPC: a neutron background detector

for neutrino experiments

1-year run at Double-Chooz, then Booster Beamline at Fermilab

Experiment with different gas mixtures: He, Ne, + CF4
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Figure 4. 241Am alpha tracks in the 4He (left) and Ne mixtures (right). The Z-axis is indicative of the
“CCD weight” or brightness. The Bragg peaks, indicative of the alphas’ direction, are clearly visible. The
resolution in the prototype detector is 0.16 mm/pixel.

a 600 torr gas mixture with a concentration fraction of 87.5% fast neutron target (4He or Ne) and
12.5% CF4.

3.2 Reconstruction of High Energy Neutrons

Figure 4 shows CCD readout images of characteristic tracks in both the 4He and Ne gas mix-
tures. It was immediately apparent that, in the Ne gas mixture, the track length was shorter and the
slightly increased electron transverse diffusion would not compromise event reconstruction. The
gain required to fully reconstruct events is also acceptable. Each image has multiple tracks because
the alpha source was highly active and events often pile-up during readout1.

As anticipated, Figure 5 shows the significantly shorter CCD range of tracks in Ne compared
to tracks in 4He. The average track length in the 4He mixture is 52% greater than in the Ne
mixture. This, compounded with the fact that neutron-induced Ne recoils are significantly shorter
than neutron-induced 4He recoils, will allow MITPC to fully contain and reconstruct more energetic
nuclear recoils (.100 MeV). The track range as a function of kinetic energy for the relevant nuclei
in the gas mixtures can be seen in Fig. 2. The characteristic energy loss as a function of distance
can also be considered more desirable in the Ne mixture, as compared to the 4He mixture, given
that radiogenic alpha backgrounds can contribute significantly to event rate. Radiogenic alphas and
neutron-induced 4He recoils have identical energy loss profiles.

The transverse diffusion in pure Ne is expected to be about 4 times greater than that in 4He,
given MITPC’s typical drift field of ⇠150 V/cm and pressure of 600 torr [12], although the addition
of CF4 will reduce the size of the effect. As shown in Figure 5, we found that the track width,

1The 241Am source was very active, so while the camera exposure was 20 ms, its minimum value, multiple tracks
occurred during each exposure. Due to a lack of shutter, the CCD remained exposed during readout. Events captured
during readout can appear shifted horizontally, but actually originated at the source [1].

– 5 –

He mixture Ne mixture
A. Hexley et al., J. Instr. 10 P11010 (2015)
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OLIVIA must reconstruct the energy and angles

of two back-to-back 1.5 MeV α-particles.

40
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cd	 → 	 "W + f̅Y + hVi → C + Ci

jkl − jkm [keV]

V-A

Tensor

Efrain Segarra	|	10/14/2016	
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Tensor contributions show up in

the energy difference between α’s.
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Tensor contributions show up in

the energy difference between α’s.
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We are optimizing resolutions using α-sources.OLIVIA	– E	Calibration
1-5	MeV:
- Po210 5.3	MeV
- Gd148 3.3	MeV
+	films

Efrain Segarra	|	10/14/2016	 52
48

OLIVIA	– E	Reconstruction

2D	length
from	CCD

Height	=	
Tdeposit × vdrift

Efrain Segarra	|	11/4/2016
Achieved 2.5% resolution at 5 MeV.

Goal is 2% at 1.5 MeV.
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We have developed algorithms that

identify the decay vertex.OLIVIA	– Vertex	ID

Efrain Segarra	|	10/14/2016	 84 38



We have developed algorithms that

identify the decay vertex.

86

OLIVIA	– Vertex	ID

Efrain Segarra	|	10/14/2016	

Analysis by graduate student Efrain Segarra
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We still need to figure out how to make the 8Li.

SNO had a 8Li calibration source.

Oven
NaCl− >Aerosol

He Gas

Fast neutron source, B target
11B+n − > 88Li+αα

Transfer 
to Deck
(40m)

Umbilical Retrieval
Mechanism
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Umbilical
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Fig. 2.
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SNO used a dt-fusion generator for 11B(n, α)8Li.
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Possible OLIVIA set-up

Shielding
dt GeneratorOLIVIA

Transfer Line
≈ 4m

Our goal is 107 decays in OLIVIA in one month.
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OLIVIA would have tremendous reach

from increased statistics.
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Potential upgrade of β-detectors

Application No. 2014309, PIs: G. Ron, J. Spitz, J. Conrad, M. Hass  

!
2.2.2. Electron detection: Scintillating bars and fibers 

The TPC detector, in its standard configuration, is insensitive to low-energy (<~15 
MeV) electrons. We will therefore add a dedicated electron detection unit, which is 
compatible with the TPC structure. Our proposed electron detector consists of an 
inner array of thin 1mm thick scintillating fibers, followed by an array of 7 cm thick 
scintillator bars (see Fig. 5). All scintillators will be oriented along the axial direction 
of the detector. The thin fibers will be used to determine the radial direction of the 
electron with high-precision, whereas the thick bars will stop the electron (up to 15 
MeV electrons) and measure its energy. With PMT readout, a photon yield of 8000 
photons/MeV and a negligible 1/e attenuation length of 2.2 meters, these bars will 
allow electron energy determination to better then a few percent. 

 

 
FIG. 5: Schematic sketch of the proposed electron detector, to be placed inside the TPC. 

 

2.2.3. 8Li production: the 11B(n,α)8Li Reaction 

Our proposed 8Li production scheme is based on a proven concept, previously 
implemented by the SNO collaboration [13,14]. In this setup, 8Li ions are produced 
by the 11B(n,α)8Li reaction, using 14 MeV neutrons from a dedicated D-T neutron 
generator. The 11B irradiation target consists of a thin, isotopicaly enriched (> 99%), 
11B foil and/or powder suspended on a polyethylene matrix. As shown by the SNO 
collaboration, 8Li nuclei produced in this reaction recoil out of the target into its 
surrounding environment. As detailed below, the latter can consist of either the active 
detection region of the detector or, alternatively, a dedicated irradiation chamber, 
which is part of a gas-flow system that transports 8Li ions into the detector. 

The SNO 8Li production scheme consisted of an annular target chamber, surrounding 
the head of a DT generator (see Fig 6). The 11B target lined the inner wall of the target 
chamber, such that neutrons from the generator impinge upon the target from its back, 
knocking the 8Li ions into the target chamber. Using laminar gas flow through the 
target chamber, 8Li recoils were ‘collected’ and transported over a distance of > 40 
meters to a dedicated decay chamber. Helium was used as the transport gas, with 
sodium chloride aerosol added to provide an affinity for the charged lithium atoms. 
The reported estimated 8Li transport efficiency was about 2.5%. 

Add scintillator array for detecting electrons inside the TPC volume.

−→ additional correlations
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Summary

8Li has great potential for probing BSM physics

Previous best measurement used an ion trap −→ limited statistics

OLIVIA

Use existing TPC technology

Factor 10× increase in statistics

Full 4π detector coverage

Follow SNO design for 8Li production

Drastic improvement in reach!

We are just getting started!
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β-decay has already led us to two new particles.

OLIVIA can help us look for another!

n

ν̄

p

e−

?
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